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Abstract 

This paper concerns the use of ray sensors to detect the orientation of polygonal and polyhedral 

objects moving on a belt or slide. The problem is abstracted to the computational domain and the 

following results obtained. For polygons of n vertices, (n) sensors are sufficient and (n /2 )  necessary. 

For convex polyhedra of n vertices, (6n)  sensors are sufficient and (n/4) necessary. Non-convex 

polyhedra cannot be effectively handled with such sensors. 



1. Introduction 

This papcr deals with detecting the orientation of polygonal and polyhedral objccts using simple ray 

sensors. In robot-au tomated assembly, precise knowledge of the orientation of the components involved is 

csscntial if the robot is to succeshlly pick up and assemble them. Sensorless manipulation to achieve unique 

orientation is discussed in [Lozano-Perez, 19861, [Natarajan, 19861 and [Erdmann and Mason, 19861. In this 

papcr, we discuss a method that uses sensing without manipulation to determine oricntation. Needless to say, 

the modc of sensing is a key ingredient of the problem. Positioning a camera in front of the object of interest 

shifts the problem into the domain of machine-vision and pattern recognition. Tactile sensing as applied to a 

rclated problcm is explored in [Rernstein, 19841. We consider single-ray optic sensors that can do no more 

than detect the presence of the object along their sensing axes. 

We proposc an application-oriented scheme for the use of the ray sensors and obtain the following results 

within the framework of the scheme. For n-sided polygons in the plane, (n/2) sensors arc necessary and n 

sensors sufficient to dctermine orientation. For n-vertex convex polyhedrons (d4) sensors are necessary and 

(6n) sufficient. The orientation of non-convex polyhedrons cannot be effectively determined using these 

sensors. 

2. Detecting t h e  Orientation of Polygons 

Consider the guide plane consisting of a plane guideway with a lip as shown in Fig. 2.1. ‘ h e  polygonal 

object of interest slides along the guide plane with one of its edges resting on the lip. The aim is to detect the 

orientation of the object as it slides by. This paradigm is intended to capture the practical application of 

objccts travelling on conveyor belts and slides. To aid in determining the orientation, we are provided with 

sensors that work as follows. A sensor possesses a distinguished direction called its sensing axis. The location 

of a sensor is its position in space and the direction of its sensing axis - an ordered pair (sl, sJ, where s1 is the 

position and sz is the dircction of the sensing axis of the sensor. (Needless to say, it is desirable that the sensor 

position is such that the sensor does not collide with the object as it slides by.) When positioned at any 

location, the sensor can detect the intersection of its axis with the object. Given a polygonal object, how do 

wc Iocatc thcsc scnsors along Ihc guide plane and how many do \4c nccd tu iiniqucly dcicriiiinc thc 
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Figure 2-1: The guide plane 

orientation of the object? 

One possibility is to locate the sensors above the guide plane with their axes normal to the guide plane. 

Consider a string of such sensors, evenly spaced along a line normal to the lip of the guide plane. Then, if we 

observe the sensors at evenly spaced time intervals, we can obtain a "bitmap" of the object. The difficulty 

with this is that the spacing (and hence the number of sensors) and the number of time intervals depends on 

how "different" any two orientations of the object are. For example, a rectangle that is almost square would 

rcquire a large number of sensors rather than just one. It is desirable to look for solutions that require the 

Same number of sensors for all polygons with the same number of sides and that read these sensors once (or a 

constant number of times). With this in vicw, we propose the following scheme. Pick a point on the lip of the 

guide plane and read the sensors at the instant the base edge of the objcct first contacts this point. The issue 

now is to determine the number of sensors and their location, given the polygon whose orientation is to be 

detected. 

We abstract the above problem as follows, limiting ourselves to convex polygons for now. Given is a 

convex polygon of n vertices in the plane. Label the vertices vl, v2, ,..,vn in cyclic order. In an X- Y - 2  frame, an 

oricntation of thc polygon is ulluwable if tlic polygon lics in thc X - Y  planc and if  s m c  cdgc v ~ v , + ~  is parallel 



to the positive X-axis and vi coincidcs with the origin. Denote such an orientation by [ V I ] .  Clcarly thcrc are n 

allowable orientations. We say two allowable oricntations [v), [VI are equal, [v) = [VI,  if they are thc same 

within a cyclic pcimutation of thc labels. Also, we will use thc notation [ v )  to refer to the orientation or to the 

set of points in the plane contained by the polygon in that orientation, depending on the context for 

clarification. We define the operator A as follows. Ixt  [VI] be an allowable oricntation and let S be a set of 

sensor locations. 

[v) A S = {(s,, s2) I (sl, SJ E Sand the halfline thro s1 in the direction of s2 intersects [ v ) } .  

We are now ready for the problem statement. 

Problem 1: Given an n-sided convex polygon P, find a set of vector pairs S such that for any two 

allowable orientations [v) and [ V J  of the polygon, 

[v) = [VI iff S A [vd = S A  [y. 
and for any (sl, s2) E Sand orientation [ v )  of P, sl / [VI. We say S detecfs P. 0 

Algorithm 1 

begin 

let z be the unit vector along the Z-axis. 

s =  0; 
for each allowable orientation [vd do 

S = S U {(x,z)  I xis  a vertex of [v i j }  

od 

end 

Figure 2-2: An algorithm for Problem 1. 

Fig. 2.2 sivcs an algorithm for.Problem 1. Given a convex polygon of n verticcs. run Algorithm 1 on it. 
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Thcn, for any two allowable oricntations [v . )  and [v.) of the polygon, 

[ v )  A S = {verticcs of [v.)} 

[ v.) A S = (vcrticcs of [ v .  

and hence 

[ v j  = [v.) iff [v.) A S = [v.) A S 

P 

Hence, Algorithm 1 solves Problzm 1. Unfortunately IS1 = I?, which is ralhcr large considcring that this is 

the number of sensors in the practical application and not the number of computational stcps. Can we do 

bctter? Is thc absolute lower bound of logn attainable? Fig. 2.3 gives a bctter algorithm for thc problcni. 

Algorithm 2 

let z be the unit vector along the Z-axis. 

function split(C: set of oticntations): sct of sensor locations 

if ICl = 1 thcn return 

Examine the verticcs of the orientations in C to find a 

vertex point v that partitions C into Cl, C2. i.e., 

c = c1 u C2' c1 # 0, c2 7' 0 
and v belongs to every orientation in Cl and 

none in Cz. 

return ( { ( v , ~ ) )  U spIil(C,) U spZif(C,)) 

end 

bcgin 

s = spZir({[v,], [v,],..., [VJI 
end 

Figure 2-3: A better algorithm for Problem 1. 
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To show that Algorithm 2 solves Problcm 1, we only need show that if IC1 > 1, the fiinction splif will 

indccd split C correctly. If IC1 > 1, then C contains two distinct orientations. If so, they must differ at onc of 

their vertices. Sincc the algorithm examincs ali the vertices of the orientations in C, such a vcrtcx will be 

found and the split will be successful. 

On tcrrnination, S contains at most n elements. The running time of the algoritlim is not of intcrest here, 

suffice it to say that it  is polynomial in n. 

Next, we show a lower bound on the size of the sensor sct S. 

Claim 1: For infinitely many 12, there exists a convex n-sided polygon P, such that if a set of vector pairs 

S detects P, tlien IS1 2 n/2. 

Proof: For any integer m, construct a n = 2 m  sided almost-regular polygon as follows. Take a In-sidcd 

reeular polygon of unit side and label the vertices in clock-wise order vl, v2, ..., vm. Pick small positive 8,0 < S 

-K 1, and visit the vertices in the same order and mark off points ul, y , U ~ , . . . , U ~ ~ - ~  so that u2i-1 lies on cdge 

v and is a distance 8 away from vi Again visit the vertices in order and mark off points u2, u4, ..., u2m so 

that u , ~  lies on cdge vivi+ and is a distance 6 -I- ((i- l)/n)S away form vi Now construct the n = 2m sided 

convex polygon P with vertices ul, u~,...,u~~ taken in order. See Fig. 2.4. 

"i-i i 

Let s be a vector pair such that for some two allowable orientations [uJ and [ t i .  of P, 21 
rg A {SI # r q  A €4. 

Thcn there exists a cyclic pcrmutation of ul, u2, ..., un to fl, t2, ..., tn such that for any ut and u f 
[uJ A {s} # [u] A {s} iff 

ui E Cf,, t2, ". 'fk) 

Uj E { t k +  ,'...' $1 

and 
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6 4- 1/46 8 

6 + 3/48 6 

Figurc 2-4: The constructed polygon. 

From which it follows that at least n/2 vector pairs are required to separatc all the pairs of orientations. 0 

Remark: In its prescnt form, Algorithm 2 will not work on non-convex polygons, as it is possible for two 

distinct non-convex polygons to have the same vertex points. However a simple (although inelegant) 

modification will extend its scope to include non-convex polygons. 

3. Polyhedra 

We now propose an analogous scheme for determining the orientation of polyhedra. The polyhedron of 

interest slidcs along the glide plane with some face resting on the planc and some edge of this face along the 

lip. As in the previous section, the sensos are positioned about the guide plane and are read at the instant the 

edge along the lip first intersects a distinguished point on the lip. Again, we wish to determine the location 

and numbcr of scnsors needed to detcrmine the orientation of a given polygon as it slides by. We first 

abstract the problem as follows. 

In an X- Y-Z frame, an orientation of a polyhedron is dowable if somc facc of thc polyhcdron lies on the 

A'-Y planc and the polygon dcfincd,by that face is in an allowable oricntation as defincd in the previous 

section. Wc dcnotc thc allowablc oricntations by Io,], [pl ctc. and usc thc mmc notntion for thc scts of points 
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contained by the polyhedron in the corresponding orientations. Two orientations arc equal (=) if they are 

the same within a cyclic permutation of the labels. We define the operator A exactly as in the previous 

section. 

We are now ready for the statement of the abstracted problcm. 

Problem 2: Given a polyhedron P of n vertices, find a set S of of vector pairs such that for any two 

allowable orientations [oJ and [o,] of P, 

[oJ = [o,] iff [o,] A S = [o,] A S. 

and for any (sl, sJ E Sand orientation [ o j  of P, s1 { [oj. 0 

Before we give an algorithm for Problem 2, the following is necessary. 

A line is tangent to a polygon iff it lies in the plane of the polygon and they intersect at exactly one point. 

A line is tangent to a polyhedron iff they intersect at exactly one point. 

Claim 2: Let P be a convex polyhedron andfbe a face of P. Then, any tangent tofis a tangcnr to (P). 

Proof: A tangent T to fmust pass through a vertex of$ Since Tlies in the plane off: any face of P that it 

intersects must intersect the plane off: But since P is convex, all such intersections form the edges off: and T 

intersects these at exactly one point. Hence Tis a tangent of P. 0 

Fig. 2.5 presents an algorithm for the problcm that is analogous to Algorithm 2. Hcre, to distinguish 

between two orientations [oJ and [oJ, we first find a vertex point v bclonging to [oJ say and not to [o,]. Then 

we find a line through v that does not intersect [oJ by picking a line tangent at v to the convex hull of v and 

[o,]. This gives the axis direction for a sensor that separates [ol] and [o,]. We thcn pick a distant point on this 

line for the sensor position so as not to place the sensor within the polyhedron in any of its allowable 

Orientations. 

Once again, wc make no cffort to minimize the running time of the algorithm and limit our intcrcst to the 
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Algorithm 3 

function 3split(C:set of orientations): set of sensor locations 

bcgin 

if IC1 = 1 then return 

Examiiic the vertices of thc orientations in C to find a 

veitcx point v that partitions C into Cl and C2. is., 

c = Cl u c2, c1 # 0, c2 # 0 
and v belongs to every orientation in Cl and none in C2. 

Construct the convex hull H of the set of points 

{ u  I u is a vertex of some orientation in C,} U { v )  

and pick any line L tangent to Ha t  v. 

Let x be a "distant" point on L. 

return(3split(C1) U 3split(C2) U {(x,L)}) 

end 

bcgin 

S = 3split({[o] I [o] is an allowable orientation of the given polyhedron}) 

end 

Figure 3-1: An algorithm for Problem 2. 

size of the solution set. Clearly this is bounded by the number of distinct allowable Orientations of the 

polyhedron which in turn is no more than twice the number of edges of the polyhedron. Hence, 1st 5 6 4  

where n is the number of vertices of the given polyhedron. We will now show this to be asymptotically 

optimal. 

Claim 3: n/4 is a lowcr bound on the sizc of S in Problem 2. 
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Proof: Construct a right cylinder of 2n verticcs with the n-sided polygon of Claim 1 as cross-section. By 

the proof of Claim 1, at least n/2 scnsors will be rcquircd to to detcct its orientation. Since such a cylinder can 

be constructed for infinitely many n, the claim follows. 0 

Remark: Thc orientation of non-convex polyhedra cannot be determined by this scheme. To see this, we 

only need observe that two distinct orientations of a non-convex polyhedron can have identical shzdows in 

every direction. 

4. Finite Collections 

It is easy to see that the foregoing algorithms and lower bounds hold for finite collections of polyhedra 

and polygons. In particular, it is possible to identify elements of a set of n convex polyhedra (polygons) with n 

sensors, and (n/4) sensors is a lower bound. 

5. Conclusion 

We proposcd an application scheme for detecting the orientation of polygons and polyhedra using simple 

scnsors. We then abstracted the scheme to the computational domain and developed algorithms that 

determine the location of the sensors, given the object whose orientation is to be detected. The algorithms are 

provably optimal with respect to the number of senson used. 
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